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Abstract

Computer security is of concern to those in IT (Information Technology) and forensic readiness (being prepared to deal effectively with events that may require forensic investigation) is a growing issue. This study used a survey of IT Managers in New Zealand to examine the state of awareness of IT (Information Technology) management in New Zealand regarding the field of digital forensics in general and their state of preparation for protection of forensic data in the case of an event requiring forensic analysis.

With 25% of organisations having no formal information security policy and only 15% requiring staff to keep up to date with its content, the 85% figure for respondents without forensic policy suggests that internal organisations’ policy and procedures are indeed inadequate to ensure admissibility of forensic evidence.

Less than a third of respondents’ organisations have any forensic capability at all, with only 8% having any internal forensic capability. These results strongly suggest that IT management does not sufficiently comprehend the admissibility of forensic evidence issue.

14 respondents’ organisations had prepared forensic evidence for use in court. Almost half was prepared by untrained staff. IT management expect operational IT staff to protect forensic data for possible use in court but the majority do not supply forensic training, so the evidence cannot be guaranteed inadmissible in court.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
The world is becoming increasingly dependent on digital systems and networks [Palmer 2002]. Computer security is of concern to those in IT (Information Technology) and forensic readiness (defined later) is a growing issue. Electronic evidence is easily overwritten and lost. Data held only on magnetic or other transient media requires expert knowledge and special procedures to preserve and present it as valid in a criminal or employment court. Anyone expected to handle digital data that may be required as evidence should be experienced and qualified [Rowlingson 2003]. One inexpensive way to protect forensic data that may be required as evidence is to have policies and procedures in place. This can mean the difference between a valid case and no case [Wolfe 2004].

1.2 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the level of preparedness of IT management for forensic investigation. The study examined the state of awareness of IT management in New Zealand regarding the field of digital forensics in general and their state of preparation for protection of forensic data in the case of an event requiring forensic analysis.

1.3 Hypotheses
Managing a security budget is a constant juggle between known and developing security issues. IT management has to balance known issues such as virus protection with developing issues such as training IT staff in computer forensics. Security is a holistic process and the chain is only as strong as the weakest link. IT managers may have the best virus and firewall protection available but unless they have planned for forensic readiness (defined later) their organisation could well find itself threatened if forensic evidence fails the admissibility test in court. This study examines the level of preparedness of IT management for forensic investigation. The hypotheses of this study are that:

1. With regard to events requiring forensic investigation, internal policy and procedures for dealing with evidence recovery are most often insufficient to ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court.

2. Where IT management are expected to plan for events that may require forensic investigation, they most often will not sufficiently comprehend the admissibility of forensic evidence issue.

3. Where management expect operational IT staff to deal with events that may require forensic investigation, most often management of forensic training would not ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court.

1.4 Scope
The study is limited to New Zealand organisations employing an IT Manager, functional equivalent, or other informed decision maker in an IT management role.
1.5 Definition of Terms

Computer or digital forensics involves the examination of data held on digital media according to best practice and without altering the state of the data. Digital forensic investigations (DFI) examine the data held on equipment to ascertain whether illegal or inappropriate activity has occurred using the equipment.

An online dictionary defines best practice as: a working method, or set of working methods, which is officially accepted as being the best to use in a particular business or industry, usually described formally and in detail [Freeserve].

The Digital Forensics Research Workshop defined Digital Forensic Science as:

The use of scientifically derived and proven methods toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorised actions shown to be disruptive to planned operations [Palmer, 2002].

Put simply, forensic readiness is cost effectively maximising the potential to use digital evidence when required [Rowlingson 2003].

1.6 Assumptions

Due to time and survey size constraints it was necessary to impose a number of assumptions on this study. These are listed below.

1. Addressing 750 IT Managers or functional equivalents by name and position will result in the return of sufficient data to represent the population.

2. If any member of IT management were aware of the forensic readiness issue, they would bring it to the attention of higher management and practices would be upgraded.

3. Questionnaire forms not returned within twelve weeks were not coming back.

4. Computer security surveys have a low return rate [Power 1998]. Falconer and Hodgett (1999) found that when surveying IT management, 38% to 54% would not respond due to policy or time constraints there are also 5-10% who do not respond due to lack of interest, so that a response rate of about 42% to 58% would be the greatest response possible in mail surveys of IT management [Falconer & Hodgett 1999]. When combined with acknowledgement of the continuing drop in response rates since Falconer and Hodgett published, a sample size of 162 from 750 survey forms mailed (22% response) in an estimated New Zealand population of 3-4,000 IT Managers is assumed to be a valid sample [Leedy & Ormrod 2001].

5. Due to space restrictions in the questionnaire, it is assumed that IT managers not supplying forensic capability (training or outside contractor) and whose only forensically qualified staff are those who gained their qualifications prior to joining that organisation, did not recruit those staff for their forensic capabilities.
1.7 Importance of the Study

1.7.1 Importance to Business

Corresponding with the rise in computer use, there has been a rise in computer crimes exploiting weaknesses in many information systems [National Centre for Forensic Science 2003]. Paralleling this increase in computer crime is the increase in evidence contained on computers that must be secured to be admissible as evidence in a court of law [Wolfe-Wilson & Wolfe 2003]. Data integrity and authentication must be assured, methods to gather and examine the evidence must be reproducible and it must be able to be shown that the gathering of the evidence did not change either the data itself or the system from which it was taken [Mocas 2004].

There has been a downward trend in reported financial losses from computer crime since 2002 as industry improves its response to computer crime [Richardson 2003; Gordon et al. 2004]. How much and where to spend is a difficult question with regard to security. The majority of organisations evaluate their security spending and “Managers are increasingly being asked to justify their budget requests in purely economic terms” [Gordon et al. 2004, p.7]. Rowlingson points out that many simple disputes or security events can escalate, by which time it may be too late to gather evidence [Rowlingson 2004].

In light of this, an organisation needs to be prepared to protect data in the case of an event requiring forensic analysis. To take a specific example, system administrators in a large organisation need to be aware that evidence of a crime may not be recorded unless system logs, access logs, closed circuit television, operating system logs, network application logs, network traffic logs and operating system event logs have all been set up and maintained [Ahmad 2002]. In the event of malicious damage by an insider, each becomes a vital link in the chain of evidence to prove who did what and when. More generally, Rowlingson (2004) suggests a ten step process to establish forensic readiness for organisations of any size:

1. Define the business scenarios that require digital evidence.
2. Identify available sources and different types of potential evidence.
3. Determine the evidence collection requirement.
4. Establish a capability for securely gathering legally admissible evidence to meet the requirement.
5. Establish a policy for secure storage and handling of potential evidence.
6. Ensure monitoring is targeted to detect and deter major incidents.
7. Specify circumstances when escalation to a full formal investigation (which may use the digital evidence) should be launched.
8. Train staff in incident awareness, so that all those involved understand their role in the digital evidence process and the legal sensitivities of evidence.
10. Ensure legal review to facilitate action in response to the incident. [Rowlingson 2004, p.9].
1.7.2 Importance to Information Science
In a 2003 global questionnaire of Internet use, New Zealand was ranked top of 32 countries surveyed, with 75% having used the Internet in the last month. [Parr & Yamine 2003]. In its possibly unique capacity as a developed nation geographically isolated from the developed world’s main markets, New Zealand is often used as a test bed for technological developments in areas such as telecommunications [Dedrick, Goodman & Kraemer 2002].

Survey data analysis provides an insight into the level of IT management preparation for protection of forensic data. The sample size used in this study is small compared to the estimated size of the New Zealand IT (160/4000=4%) so the Finite Sample Correction factor will be negligibly close to 1. Therefore the usual assumption of an infinite population size will be made and the standard 95% confidence limit calculations on the normal approximation for a standard error to a (underlying, true) binomial distribution will be used in this analysis.

1.8 Conclusion
As the forensic computer science continues to develop as an important tool in law, research must keep pace with technological advances. IT management practice should stay in step and this means changing as new challenges appear. Business is primarily about money, so technological advances with financial repercussions should be recognised as important to business and managed accordingly. The results may be of use in preparing larger overseas studies and in future New Zealand studies assessing the development of forensic awareness. It is hoped that the conclusions reached in Section 5 of this study will also be of assistance to IT managers in raising their forensic awareness level.
2 Review of Related Literature

2.1 Introduction
The use of computer forensics in law is a relatively new and developing field [Ahmad 2002]. It is widely understood that public advocacy, including legal evidence presentation, was developed by the ancient Greeks. It became known as forensics from the Greek term ‘forensis,’ closely related to forum [Simpson & Weiner 1989]. Although computer forensics is comparatively new, its parent forensic science has had a long and successful relationship with law. As new scientific discoveries were made, the use of forensics began to extend into new areas and strengthened the relationship between law and forensic science.

2.2 The Forensic Sciences
There are several main areas of forensic science; toxicology, fingerprinting, ballistics, DNA profiling and the latest addition, computer forensics.

2.2.1 Toxicology
Toxicology is the area of forensics with possibly the longest connection to law. The Shorter Oxford Dictionary defines toxicology as, “The branch of science that deals with the nature, effects and detection of poisons” [Trumble & Stevenson 2002, p.3312]. Toxicology was first used in 1813 when Mathieu Orfia developed tests for the presence of blood and began investigating blood and bodily fluids with a microscope [New Encyclopaedia Britannica 2002]. The various blood groups were identified by Karl Landsteiner in 1900 and a method for identifying them in dried blood stains was discovered in 1915 and immediately adopted for criminal investigations [Bell 2004, pp.1,2, & 108]. Computerisation has allowed the creation of new tools to automate and speed up investigations. Scientists are now able to reduce the time and expense involved in testing the toxicology of new pharmaceutical products with the use of computer modelling [Hall 1998].

2.2.2 Fingerprinting
The earliest known forensic science was biometric identification through the use of fingerprinting. Biometric identification now also includes iris scanning, face identification, voice recognition, hand geometry and DNA profiling. Fingerprint individuality had been noted for centuries, but it was only in 1902 that Sir Edward Richard Henry introduced the Galton-Henry fingerprint classification system, which was adopted by Scotland Yard and immediately used in law [Robertson & Vignaux, 1995]. This use in law would not have been possible without acceptance of the classification system and evidence gathering methods as scientifically and evidentially valid. Each new forensic science must navigate this scientific and legal acceptance process. “Accurate and dependable computer forensics tools are required for a reliable means of investigating crimes that involve computers” [National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2001. p.9]. Computer forensics tools and methods have already begun to be tested and validated in the courts [Washington v. Leavell 2000]. Gathering fingerprint evidence requires specialist knowledge and equipment such as knowing which surfaces to dust with which powder, or where use of ninhydrin or cyanoacrylate fuming is appropriate [Ruane 1998]. Without specialist knowledge, forensic evidence may be accidentally destroyed or rendered inadmissible.
in court and this applies particularly to ephemeral digital data [U.S. Dept. of Justice 2001].

2.2.3 Ballistics
Another commonplace area of forensic law today is ballistics. The forensic science of ballistics began in 1835 when Henry Goddard traced a bullet back to its mould, resulting in the identification of the killer [Hamby & Thorpe 1999]. The science of ballistics has continued to be extensively refined and computerised, with the US Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) creating a Nationwide Integrated Ballistics Information Network in 1993 [U. S. Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 1999]. New Zealanders may recall a prominent case in 1994, where the police searched Wellington’s Happy Valley tip and were able to establish that bullets found there were of the same type as those found in the bodies of father and son Eugene and Gene Thomas [Regina v. Barlow 1996]. Barlow was in their office around the time of the murders and a tip receipt found at his home proved that he had visited the tip the day after the murders [Regina v. Barlow 1996]. Each step of that evidence gathering process had to be fully documented in order to maintain the chain of evidence necessary to ensure admissibility in court. The gathering of digital data evidence must be handled similarly. According to Rowlingson, computer forensic investigations should be carried out in a systematic, formalised and legal manner to ensure the admissibility of the evidence [Rowlingson 2004].

2.2.4 DNA Profiling
DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) is commonly understood to be the ‘software’ that controls biological ‘hardware’. In 1985, Dr Alec Jeffreys developed a method for profiling DNA, allowing paternity to be established [Jeffreys 2004]. In 1986 he applied his profiling technique to identify the killer of two girls and free an innocent suspect [Jeffreys 2004]. Thus DNA profiling joined the ranks of forensic sciences and began to be used in law. It is now known that DNA is unique to each of the six billion plus individuals alive today [Wittmeyer 2004]. However, false-positive rates of one per hundred to one per thousand occur when laboratory practice and data collection factors are taken into consideration, [Koehler, Chia & Lindsey, 1995]. According to Deborah Daniels, assistant U.S. attorney general for justice programs, "DNA is to the 21st century what fingerprinting was to the 20th. The widespread use of DNA evidence is the future of law enforcement in this country" [Daniels 2003 p.4]. This is a prediction that may also be true of computer forensics.

2.3 Computer Forensics
“Forensic analysis … should be viewed as a rigorous scientific speciality whose purpose is to provide information suitable for the courts or public forums.” [Palmer 2002]. Yet this latest sibling in the forensic science stable has yet to be widely accepted as a full science, partly due to the need for emerging tools and methods to gain general acceptance in the scientific community before being acceptable in law [Daubert v. Merrell Dow 1993]. However, new computer forensics tools and methods have begun to overcome legal challenges and become generally accepted [Mathew Dickey v. Steris Corporation, 2001]. As the field becomes more disciplined in adopting guidelines and policies, it is expected that it will continue to gain acceptance [Stephenson 2002].
2.3.1 The Development of Computer Forensics

2.3.1.1 The Effect of PC and Internet Growth on Security

When International Business Machines (IBM) introduced their Personal Computer in 1982, it opened the door for common use at home and in business. From being considered by most as a toy, with the boost by the association with IBM, PCs quickly moved to being accepted as a reliable and increasingly essential business tool. Technological advancements in networking have driven computing into almost every facet of life in the developed world. PCs with access to the information superhighway of the Internet or World Wide Web are now to be found in most businesses and also in millions of households [Stephenson 2000].

This unforeseen popularity of PCs has however had ramifications. Neither the DOS operating system nor the Internet were originally meant for commercial use and so were not designed with security in mind. Subsequent developments on the DOS foundation failed to address this problem, resulting in most corporate PCs having inadequate security [Stephenson 2000].

2.3.1.2 Development of Scientific Working Groups Internationally

Forensic computing as a science developed due to demand from law enforcement as computer data was introduced as evidence and by 1984, the FBI had developed programs to deal with computer data [Noblett, Pollitt, & Presley, 2000]. The FBI quickly moved to establish their Computer Analysis Response Team (CART) and worked internationally to foster creation of similar units that would address the growing needs of the law enforcement community in the US and internationally [Noblett et al 2000].

As early as 1991, international agencies had met with US agencies to discuss the need for a standardised approach to computer forensic science investigations and in 1993 the FBI hosted a conference of US agencies, resulting in further international conferences in 1995, 1996 and 1997 [Noblett et al 2000]. Various government agencies came together to discuss issues and develop computer evidence standards by holding conferences to establish international working relationships between the agencies and it was from the 1995 conference that the formation of a new international computer forensics organisation, the International Organization on Computer Evidence (IOCE) was mooted. IOCE was established primarily to provide a forum for international law enforcement agencies in order to meet the international desire for exchange of digital forensic information related to criminal activity [Noblett et al 2000].

In 1997 the G-8 Communiqué and Action plans requested IOCE develop international standards for the exchange and recovery of electronic evidence. IOCE brought together working groups from north America and Europe to develop computer evidence standards [IOCE 1998].

IOCE was not the only organisation created to deal with the growth in digital forensics. In 1998 the Federal Crime Laboratory Directors group recognised that still photography, video and audio were becoming part of the digital computer forensics area. It was also recognised that working practices were complex and varied widely internationally so bylaw guidelines for Scientific working Groups were developed after the FBI conducted a review of SWGs [Adams & Lothridge 2000]
The FBI was a key player in sponsoring Scientific Working Groups (SWG) and along with other Federal Crime Laboratories’ directors, establishing the Scientific Working Group on Digital Evidence (SWGDE), which began work on developing consensus in working practices in the field [SWGDE, 2000]. SWGDE was formed to discuss whether digital evidence should become a forensic discipline. NASA and the US Defence Department Computer Forensics Laboratory were founder members and membership gradually widened to include many law enforcement agencies [Pollitt 2003].

In 1999, IOCE review meetings of the United Kingdom Good Practice Guide and the SWGDE Draft Standards were held and proposed principles that were adopted unanimously by the IOCE. The IOCE international principles for the standardized recovery of computer-based evidence were to be consistent with all legal systems, use a common language, be durable, international, and allow forensic evidence integrity to enjoy international confidence [Pollitt 2001].

From these aims came the fundamental acknowledgements that collection and analysis of forensic data should not alter the evidence; all actions of those dealing with the evidence should be fully documented, and in addition, a statement central to the focus of this study: “When it is necessary for a person to access original digital evidence, that person must be forensically competent. [Pollitt, 2001. p.D4-102]

### 2.3.1.3 International Principles and Standards

As the computer forensic field expanded, more nations and agencies became interested in establishing an international system of digital data principles and standards. SWGDE recognised that although each nation had its own governmental and justice system, there was a need to ensure that evidence collected in one country and system was admissible in another, so a means for exchanging evidence was needed [SWGDE 2000].

The technical aspects of the computer forensics field demanded specific attention by specialists so the Technical Working Group Digital Evidence (TWGDE) working party was formed and met in 1998, when the Department of Justice Computer Crimes and Intellectual Property Section (CCIPS) head spoke on search warrant requirements for seizing digital evidence. This led to the formation of the TWGDE with Mark Pollitt, Special Agent, FBI, being elected Chair and Carrie Morgan Whitcomb, Manager, Forensic Services, U. S. Postal Inspection Service elected Co-Chair. At this stage, other government agencies began to get involved. [Whitcomb 2002].

Addressing the need for definitions in this difficult environment, the SWGDE firstly had to define what digital evidence was and came to the conclusion that, “Digital Evidence is any information of probative value that is either stored or transmitted in a digital form,” [SWGDE 2000].

In 2000 SWGDE moved to create Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to ensure that digital evidence was handled using broadly accepted procedures, equipment, and materials [SWGDE 2000]. Despite these moves to standardise and produce more robust SOPs for the fledgling forensic science, a criticism sometimes levelled at computer forensics is that it does not actually operate on scientific principles, but was not a true scientific discipline but merely data recovery and analysis. [Stephenson 2002].
In a drive to create a best practice code to bring forensic computing more in line with other more established forensic sciences, in 1999 SWGDE developed some overarching principles and definitions that were published in Forensic Science Communications and also submitted to and adopted by the International Organization on Computer Evidence (IOCE) [Pollitt, 2003]. IOCE also took on board the United Kingdom’s Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) Best Practice Guide. Noblett et al point out that one major difference between traditional forensic sciences and computer forensics is that while the more traditional forensic sciences are able to work in controlled lab situations with widely accepted forensic practices, computer forensics is usually in less controllable situations outside the lab and almost every situation is unique; In addition, traditional forensic disciplines are able to develop as experimental science but computer forensics is largely technology and market driven [Noblett et al 2000]. It is this almost limitless variation in cases that challenge the creation of all-inclusive procedures that ensure data remains unaltered by the examination process. As recently as late September 2004 a New Zealand government department was highly embarrassed to lose crucial evidential data due to lack of forensic integrity procedural awareness on the part of staff investigating fraud using departmental computer equipment. Fortunately the culprit pleaded guilty so the evidence was not required [Boyes 2004]. This lack of forensic awareness in the majority of IT staff and management is central to the ability to present forensic evidence that will stand up in court.

2.3.1.4 Internal Policies and Procedures
Another problem for law enforcement agencies that has been around for a while is lack of internal procedures to access forensic analysis resources. Forensic events brought this problem to light. The difficulty lay in identifying and locating these forensic analysis handling resources within an agency when an event had taken place. Even when analysis had become largely the domain of specialist labs, the majority of them had no procedures manual to work from [Noblett et al 2000]. Lack of procedures would probably also present a problem for organisations preparing evidence for presentation in court on business related matters. Digital forensic investigations or DFIs are becoming more common in evidence gathering and are often used as a post event response to a serious or criminal incident to gather digital data that may be used in evidence. Now that computers are commonly used for data storage, “approximately 80% of all corporate data is stored electronically, 93% of all new data is created electronically, and more than 70% of the data stored electronically is never reproduced on paper.”[Laykin 2004] It follows that any evidence will be electronic and require specialist skills to secure and retrieve it [Laykin 2004].

2.3.2 Forensic Readiness
Forensic Readiness is simply cost effectively maximising the potential to use digital evidence when required [Rowlingson 2003]. The integrity of forensic evidence and of the investigation process will be subjected to intense scrutiny in a courtroom situation and thus procedures should be in place to ensure that integrity of data in the case of an event [Rowlingson 2004].
2.3.2.1 Policies and Procedures
Yasinsac and Manzano discussed the issue of procedures specifically in relation to the Computer Network Forensics. In 2001, they set out the need for established procedures and practices, discussing the propensity of “well-meaning users” to accidentally compromise forensic evidence and suggesting that organisations should provide a Computer Network Forensic team (CNF) and give detailed guidance for all employees on the expected response procedure upon discovering a forensic event, including who to contact and what to report [Yasinsac and Manzano 2001].

The lesson is also relevant to forensic events affecting an isolated PC. Preparation is the key to safeguarding forensic evidence. Wolfe-Wilson and Wolfe suggested that each organisation should examine its own state of readiness for an event requiring forensic investigation and define the way an overall incident response plan will be managed [Wolfe-Wilson & Wolfe 2003].

The principles for establishing forensic readiness have been published for some time, with standard operating procedures drafted by the SWGDE/IOCE as long ago as 1998 [Whitcomb 2002]. Whitcomb also aimed to ensure that digital evidence was collected and transferred in a manner that ensured accuracy and reliability of the evidence, proposing that Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) be created, using broadly accepted procedures, equipment, and materials [Whitcomb 2002].

Business is not driven by the same issues as law enforcement however. In business, technical support issues are generally subordinate to financial practicality, and that is dictated by weighing perceived cost against perceived risk for the organisation. This is generally perceived to be minimal if recognised at all. Until IT managers are aware of the potential cost risk factor involved in computer forensic readiness, mistakes of a potentially costly nature will continue to be made. Employers of IT managers who lack the technical facilities to comply with court requests for electronic evidence can have heavy sanctions imposed if that lack obstructs an investigation [Volonino 2003].

It should be possible to avoid problems with minimal effort and expenditure by anticipating possible problems in internal policies and procedures. Although these will vary with organisational size and focus, best practice is developed from experience, so a wise organisation takes note of recommendations from relevant experience. Policy tells people what is expected of them. Without it there can be no expectation people will take the desired course of action (as preferably laid out in procedures) [Proctor & Byrnes 2002]. Rowlingson believes that policies should cover electronic evidence gathering by stating “what to monitor, what is suspicious, how to gather and preserve evidence” [Rowlingson 2003, p.5]

Policies and procedures are vital links in the chain of steps to production of valid evidence but they are only as good as the staff trained to follow them. In order to minimise the risk of data loss as staff implement the procedures set out in these policies, staff should be adequately trained. General IT staff training can be as simple as a single session designed to raise forensic awareness enough to recognise an event that may need forensic investigation.

2.3.2.2 Incident Response Teams
Ensuring adequate response to forensic events by providing all management and IT staff with forensic training would be prohibitively expensive, hence the development of the incident response team. Although developed specifically as a response to
network intrusions, the core concepts for protection of forensic data are equally applicable to PC events.  

The incident response team should be made up of trained specialist and management staff. Response teams should have the ability to call on experts when needed. The make up and organisation of the team will vary from organisation to organisation and with incident range, size, severity and occurrence rate but the main focus should be to ensure that staff have basic incident handling skills [Carnegie Mellon 2003].

Administration of the incident response team can be an issue when the individual staff belong to different departments and need to be called in at a moment’s notice. This brings up the issue of where the response team sits for administrative purposes and who manages it. Often it will come under IT or Security or be set up as a stand-alone entity. Wherever it sits, it will need support at the organisational level to do its job effectively [Carnegie Mellon 2003].

Most organisations can’t afford a full-time incident response team and tend to create an ad hoc team that can be quickly assembled as needed. Yasinsac & Manzano discussed the training required to fulfil the decision responsibilities typically found in dealing with a network forensic event, pointing out that it is often as not a no-win situation. If the power is unplugged, vital forensic data may be lost, but if the power isn’t disconnected, in many situations shutting down normally can be equally damaging. The skill lies in knowing when each is the response calculated to do less damage [Yasinsac A. & Manzano J. 2001].

2.3.2.3 The Incident Response Process

The Western Australian Government Forensic Plan document indicates their initial response process for an incident involving a PC (numbering in original document):

2.3.1 Secure the Scene

2.3.1.1 Isolate the machine

Disconnect all network and modem cables. A person with access to the machine across a network or via a modem could easily and quickly destroy evidence. Note any mounted/connected drives prior to disconnection.

2.3.1.2 Do not allow unauthorised personnel near a ‘suspect’ computer. Experience shows that when an incident occurs, personnel, even with the best of intentions, often compromise potential evidence on a suspected computer by unintentionally changing or even destroying what was there. Incidents have also been reported where suspects have convinced officers they were going to show them the evidence, only to encrypt or destroy it the moment they had access. It is important to ensure that only authorised staff members are given access to the area in which the computer is kept [Western Australian Government 2004].

There can be no secure information environment without management. Management are held responsible for creating the secure information environment. Logically therefore, it is the responsibility of IT management to bring the forensic readiness issue to the attention of upper management and it is upper management’s responsibility to create appropriate policy in a way that all staff from upper management down can take ownership of it.
It is widely understood that to get people to take ownership of a concept, for example a new policy document, they need to feel part of the process. If staff are expected to conform to the new policy and procedures, they should be involved in the creation process. This could be as simple and inexpensive as holding a few staff meetings to discuss the security issues and having a facilitator guide discussion and suggestions.

2.4 Conclusion

The development of computer forensics has been driven by law enforcement. This has become more evident in the age of internationalisation. When presenting evidence in court or in business dealings, it must be shown that it has not been altered, so forensic awareness training of front-line IT staff is vital in protecting data for forensic investigation. Internal policy and procedures can aid first respondents in ensuring data is protected. “Coupled with certified expertise, incorporation of the scientific method is the key to providing forensic evidence or suitable information meant to persuade, whether it is for courts of law, military operations, e-commerce, or homeland defence” [Palmer 2002, p. 6].

Management awareness is central to creating a secure information environment. Processes must be managed to ensure that all staff are able to take ownership of new policy and procedures. There has been some theoretical work in the area of management preparedness for events requiring forensic analysis, but there is a lack of empirical work in this field. It is hoped that this current work will be a helpful start.
3 Method

3.1 Introduction
In order to investigate the state of preparedness of IT management for events that may require forensic analysis, it was determined that a survey would be the most appropriate methodology. This section outlines the survey. Due to the sensitive nature of security surveys, the survey form was designed so that it would be completely anonymous and no questions possibly posing a risk to respondents’ security would be asked. Being aware of this restriction beforehand meant that the demographic section questions were designed to allow demographic comparison of respondents with previous surveys and with the total population.

The data used in this study are observational data. The study does not use true experimental design for good reason. It would be impractical and unrealistic to design an experiment whereby respondents would be required to conform to preset conditions for a period of time and to compare data collected both at the start and conclusion of the period. It is far more practical to ask questions and compare static responses in order to examine the current situation.

3.2 The Pilot Study
Although a pilot study was undertaken, in practice this was simply a proofreading and commenting process using two technical IT staff and two business IT staff. A number of changes were made to the demographics section and minor adjustments to some of the other sections but no issues were raised regarding the forensics section. Once the adjustments had been made, the IT Manager and the three technical staff from the Information Science Department at the University of Otago were asked to trial the questionnaire. Their comments for each section were noted but once again no issues were raised regarding the forensics section of the study. (See Appendix 1 for Survey Questions)

3.3 The Present Study
Due to departmental funding constraints, six post-graduate researchers and one staff member were required to combine their proposed surveys. This had the advantage of allowing some similar questions to be combined and some removed. It also had the disadvantage of limiting the number of questions that could be asked by each researcher as the department required the combined questionnaire form to fit an A5 format using both sides of three A4 sheets. There was not sufficient space for inclusion of questions measuring use of forensic incident response teams. Once the survey questions from all researchers had been assembled and combined, the questions were numbered and dependent questions indented to indicate their dependent nature.

In previous years, similar postal questionnaires from Information Science Department researchers had a return rate of 15-25%. It was decided to include an option to complete only the demographic questions. It was hoped this would increase the return rate of forms. Unfortunately, the proportion of forms returned did not increase significantly except from those in the government sector. All the IT managers in the governmental organisations list were requested by email to take part in the survey, so this may have been responsible for the anomalous increase.
3.3.1 The Participants

Questions were administered as part of a larger security survey of IT managers or their functional equivalents in New Zealand organisations. The sample size was constrained by funding to seven hundred and fifty, which is a good sample given the size of the NZ IT management population. If a comparison of the industry-category demographic data with census data indicated that the respondents were representative of the population, this would have lent further weight to the inferences. Unfortunately, it was not possible to match the industry categories used in the current survey with the categories used in either the data available from the Statistics Department or in the CSI/FBI Survey (see Figures 4 - 7 in the Demographics Section). This was something that could only have been rectified by changing the industry categories in the survey before the forms were printed. The enriched sample was drawn from a number of lists in order to minimise any possible selection bias and to maximise relevance of results to New Zealand organisations.

The first list, supplied by Mike Scott of Profile Publishing, was the IT Manager contact details for four hundred and seventy five privately owned or publicly listed New Zealand businesses with the highest turnover. According to Profile Publishing, the list is not definitive as there may be one or two large privately-owned companies not in the list and it does exclude not-for-profit organisations. Nevertheless, it was ideal for the purpose of contacting IT Managers of successful organisations. The second list, also supplied by Profile Publishing, was the twenty five non-government financial organisations with largest total net assets. This list also excludes not-for-profit organisations. Third was a list of forty four average sized business clients, supplied by Bryce Accounting. Fourth was a comprehensive list of governmental organisations from the central and local government website at http://www.govt.nz/agencies/. Two hundred and six were selected from this list in order to lift the total addressees to seven hundred and fifty.

3.3.2 Incident Response Analysis

Of the one hundred and sixty two returned forms, eight were invalid due to a number of factors. Of these eight, three IT Managers and one non-IT Manager had simply completed the demographics section and returned the form. One uncompleted form was returned with a comment to the effect that the organisation purchased all its IT resources from a larger organisation. One uncompleted form was returned with a similar comment that the respondent was not the appropriate person to complete the survey as their organisation was subordinate to a parent organisation that provided its IT services. One uncompleted form was returned with the comment that their organisation’s internal policy precluded their taking part in any security survey. The IT Manager filling out the eighth unusable form appeared to have turned over two pages as one and consequently Section 3 and most of Section 4 were not completed.

A number of respondents had checked the negative option for a question and then responded to further questions relevant only if the respondent had checked the affirmative option. These were examined individually at the data entry stage and as all further responses agreed with the main response, no adjustment was made.

Four respondents had checked an Other, please specify option and then supplied data that fitted into one of the main options. These were treated as though the respondent had checked the appropriate main option. An example would be question 53, where respondents were asked how often employees were required to read the internal policy
Two respondents had checked the Other option and then written On employment. In these cases I assumed that employees had not lost their jobs and been reemployed, so I coded their responses as Once only.

Two IT Managers indicated that the first respondent to an event that may require forensic investigation would be an outside forensic contractor. The same IT Managers also indicated that they had no forensic policy and provided no forensic capability, indicating that they did not contract a forensics professional. This was inconsistent with their first respondent response but the responses were coded as indicated rather than the data being interpreted. This was in order to err on the side of caution regarding establishing support for the hypotheses of this study. In any case where interpretation was possible, policy was to interpret against the hypotheses in order to avoid any possible legitimacy challenges to the study.

3.3.3 Coding Data

3.3.3.1 Handling of Response Forms
Returned forms were hand numbered as they arrived for error-checking purposes. Five researchers entered data to SPSS via purpose built electronic forms. Input filters on these forms helped to safeguard data integrity by ensuring only valid data was entered. Any anomalies were noted in a text variable for later checking by individual researchers. The five SPSS files were then combined and each researcher took a copy.

A number of respondents had checked the negative option for a question and then responded to further questions that were relevant only if the respondent had checked the affirmative option. These were examined individually and as all dependent question responses agreed with the main question response, no adjustment was required.

3.3.3.2 Hypotheses Analysis Formulae
Construction of each of the three formulae was done stepwise, with each step being tested separately and then added to the working equation, which was then tested again. The hypotheses formulae are detailed in Appendix 2.

3.3.3.3 Interpretation of Responses
On receipt of the completed data file, fields relating to questions that were not relevant to this analysis were deleted. Three response fields in Section 4 then had to be manually interpreted and extra variables created for data analysis in SPSS.

The first was where respondents had checked the Other option for question 57: In your organisation, who would first respond to an event that may require forensic investigation? The text responses had to be interpreted to see whether the person could be categorised as sufficiently trained to ensure the protection of forensic evidence.

This was assessed by checking responses to three other questions: Question 52. Do you have a formal information security policy? Question 55. Does your organisation have policy in place documenting procedures for handling events possibly requiring forensic analysis? Question 58. Does your organisation: a. Provide your IT staff with computer forensics training? b. Employ staff with prior forensic training and/or experience? c. Contract in a forensics professional?
For example, if the response to question 57 was Finance officer, negative responses to either question 52 or question 55 in conjunction with negative responses to all question 58 options were taken to indicate that the first respondent was not sufficiently trained to ensure the protection of forensic evidence. Results of this coding in Appendix 3.

The second field requiring manual interpretation was where respondents had checked the Other option for question 56: What action would most likely be taken for failing to comply with the forensic policy? The responses were assessed to determine whether the respondents’ actions could be considered sufficient to ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court. As with the question 57 Other option, each response was considered in light of responses to questions 52, 55 and all parts of 58. All responses were considered sufficient.

The third field requiring manual interpretation was where respondents had responded to question 60 regarding who had prepared the evidence if their organisations had previously prepared forensic evidence for use in court. The task here was to assess whether those who prepared the evidence could be considered sufficiently forensically trained to ensure the admissibility of the forensic evidence they had prepared. Each response was manually considered in light of responses to questions 58 a and b.

Sixteen respondents indicated that someone in their organisation had prepared forensic evidence for use in court. Two of these had not responded to the previous question as to whether their organisation had prepared evidence for presentation in court, but the dependent question responses were such that this could be taken for granted. Of these sixteen, despite eight having indicated that they contracted an outside forensics professional, fourteen provided no internal forensic capability. These were considered to provide insufficient training to ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court. One organisation provided forensic training and one employed staff with forensic qualifications. These two organisations were considered to be able to ensure the protection of forensic evidence.

### 3.4 Conclusion

Interpretation of the data to prepare it for analysis in SPSS was minimal, with almost all responses being clear. Those which were unclear in any way were interpreted as not supporting the hypotheses so as to avoid a positive bias.
4 Results

4.1 Introduction

Formulae were constructed to test whether or not the data supported each hypothesis. For each hypothesis each section of each formula was test run individually in SPSS to check that the output was logically consistent with the data. The next step was to build up the logic of each section of each formula and check the results with the data in SPSS. Once the output from applying formulae reflected the logical measuring of support for the hypotheses, the results for each question were graphed, as was the final support result for each hypothesis.

4.2 Demographics

See Appendix 1 for survey questions with final figures included.

Figure 1. Respondents by involvement in IT Management

Figure 2. Respondents by position title

Figure 1 (above left) indicates that over 90% of respondents indicated that they were directly involved in IT Management. This was pleasing as the study was concerned only with those respondents. Responses from non-IT Management shown in Figure 2, (above right) were not included in the final calculations even when the respondents appeared to be IT aware. It was deemed preferable to underestimate rather than overestimate the results.

Organisational longevity results are shown at left in Figure 3. The vast majority of organisations had been in existence for more than 5 years, which was useful in discounting the suggestion that organisations may not be forensically aware simply because they are new and forensic readiness might have a low priority.
The number of employees responses can be seen at left in Figure 4. From 162 valid responses, the mean number of employees was 900 and the median 220.

As seen at left in Figure 5, the respondents by industry sector figures were skewed somewhat by the high response rate from governmental organisations. This high response rate is likely due to the fact that almost one third of the addressees were governmental organisations and that as this list was generated by the author, the organisations’ IT Managers were contacted by email, requesting their involvement in the survey.

Due to requirements of other researchers in the current study, it can be seen from figures 5-7 that employment categories used in this survey (Fig. 5) are incompatible with either the CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey [Gordon et al 2004] (Fig. 6) or the Australian Computer Crime and Security Survey [AusCERT 2004] (Fig. 7).
Figure 8. Respondents’ organisations by turnover / budget

Figure 8 (at left) shows turnover / budget sizes. As the two lists that Profile Publishing supplied were of New Zealand’s top turnover companies and a third list was that of government departments with large budgets, it was no surprise that the results here are top heavy. This was intentional because larger organisations are more significant. It is also easier to extrapolate from larger to smaller organisations than from smaller to larger.

Figure 9 (at left) shows the number of workstations. Although question 7 asked for a specific figure, it was deemed more useful to group the results for graphing. The mean was 687.88, the median 175 and the mode 60. This information is provided for future work that may wish to compare current New Zealand figures with future NZ or overseas studies.

Figure 10 (at left) shows percentage of budget spent on IT security. Over 50% of respondents did not answer this question. The median figure was 1% and the mode was 1.35%. It is interesting to note that some organisations see IT Security as so important that they devote up to half their budget on it. Interestingly, only 33% the respondents’ organisations have security incident insurance.
**Forensic Readiness**

As can be seen in Figure 11 (at right), when asked if their organisation had security policy, 25% of respondents (39 of 162) said that they do not have even a basic formal information security policy, documented or otherwise.

![Figure 11. Existence of security policy](image)

Figure 12 (at left) shows responses to the question regarding how often employees were required to read the organisation’s policy document. Where a formal policy document existed, only 15% of respondents (25 organisations) required employees to keep up to date with its contents. The majority required it to be read only once if at all.

![Figure 12. Reading requirements for security policy document](image)

Figure 13 (at right) shows likely results of failure to comply with security policy. 76% of responses (90 respondents) indicated a likely result of a verbal or written warning. A further 12% indicated dismissal. Responses of Other were indeterminate and mostly stated as ‘depends on circumstance’ or similar.

![Figure 13. Likely results of failure to comply with security policy](image)

As can be seen at left in Figure 14, 77% of organisations (99 respondents) had no policy in place documenting procedures for handling events that may require forensic analysis. Only 15% of respondents (17 organisations) had forensic policy in place.

![Figure 14. Existence of forensic policy](image)
Figure 15 (at right) shows the likely result of failure to comply with forensic policy. 81% (131 respondents) failed to answer this question. Of those that did respond, 2 responded ‘Dismissal’ (12%), 13 responded ‘Verbal / written warning’ (76%) and 2 responded ‘Other’ (12%) all of which were stated as ‘depends on circumstances’ or similar. On a positive note, there were zero responses of ‘None’, indicating that those few who have forensic policy take it seriously.

As can be seen at left in Figure 16, ‘First Available IT Staff’ and ‘Resident IT Expert’ taken together make up well over half of first respondents. The significance of this is that if IT Managers provide no forensic awareness training for front-line IT staff, challenging the trail of evidence regarding the initial response and forensic evidence protection phase would likely be successful.

Figure 17 at right shows that only 6 respondents (4%) provided any forensic training for IT staff and 7 (5%) employed staff with forensic knowledge. The 21% of respondents who contracted an outside forensic company appeared to be unaware that this in itself has no effect on how first respondents deal with forensic data and consequently, whether that data would be admissible in court.
As can be seen from Figure 18, 11% (15 respondents) indicated that their organisation had prepared forensic evidence for use in court. Of those, 1 (7%) provided IT staff with forensic training, 2 (15%) employed staff with previous forensic qualifications and/or experience, and 4 of 13 (31%) contracted in a forensics professional. Taken together with internal forensic capability figures, assessed in questions 58a and b (See Fig 17, previous page), it can be seen that legal admissibility of this forensic evidence could not be assured.

By comparison, of the 118 who responded that their organisation had not had to prepare forensic evidence, 4 (3%) provided forensic training, 4 (3%) employed staff with prior forensics qualifications / experience and 22 (19%) contracted in a forensics professional. With the small sample size and response rate, it was not possible to establish with any significance whether those who had prepared forensic evidence tended to provide more internal forensic capability than those who hadn’t.

4.3 Analysis of Hypotheses

4.3.1 Hypothesis 1

With regard to events requiring forensic investigation, internal policy and procedures are most often insufficient to ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court.

The hypothesis will be supported if any of the following criteria are met:

The organisation has no formal information security policy
OR The organisation has formal information security policy but no forensic policy
OR Forensic policy exists but is not enforced.

A break-down of the hypotheses formulae used in SPSS is shown in Appendix 2 with the step-by-step logical construction process.

Hypothesis 1 Results:

Hypothesis 1 was supported by over four fifths of cases (145 to 17). As can be seen from Figure 19, this is significantly more than the 50% required.
4.3.2 Hypothesis 2

Where IT management are expected to plan for events that may require forensic investigation, they most often will not fully comprehend the admissibility of forensic evidence issue.

Logically, this hypothesis is supported if the following criteria are met:

The respondent is an IT Manager AND they provide no forensic capability

OR The respondent is an IT Manager AND the first respondent is the average IT person AND the organisation has no forensic policy OR it is not enforced

OR The first respondent is the average IT person AND the organisation has no forensic policy OR it is not enforced OR provide no forensic capability

Hypothesis 2 Results:

Hypothesis 2 was supported by 114 cases to 47. As can be seen from Figure 20, this is significantly more than the 50% required.

4.3.3 Hypothesis 3

Where management expect operational IT staff to deal with events that may require forensic investigation, most often management of forensic training would not ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court.

The hypothesis will be supported if any of the following criteria are met:

The respondent is an IT Manager AND provides no forensic capability

OR The respondent is an IT Manager AND forensic evidence was prepared for court by a non-expert.

Hypothesis 3 Results:

Hypothesis 3 was supported by 126 cases to 36. As can be seen from Figure 21, this is considerably more than the 50% required.
4.4  **Hypotheses Results**

4.4.1  **Conclusion**
The results appear to support all three hypotheses.

With hindsight, it would have been useful to have included a question on whether response teams existed. It would also have been interesting to have made separate categories for verbal and written warnings in questions 54 and 56 and have investigated how many verbal warnings were allowed before a written warning was issued but survey space restrictions precluded this.

5  **Conclusions and Future Research**

5.1  **Conclusions**
As mentioned in the Introduction section, the sample size used in this study is small compared to the estimated size of the New Zealand IT (160/4000=4%) so the Finite Sample Correction factor was negligibly close to 1. Therefore the usual assumption of an infinite population size was made and the standard 95% confidence limit calculations on the normal approximation for a standard error to a (underlying, true) binomial distribution used in this analysis.

5.2  **Future Research**
As noted earlier, there is a low response rate to IT management surveys although the increase in response rate to the annual CSI/FBI survey, a reputable history for a survey appears to assist in boosting response rate so it is intended to institute an annual survey and repeat the questions (with improvements) in subsequent years.

Future research might wish to investigate the enforcement of IT security and forensic policy. The results of this survey suggest that flouting of forensic policy is not seen as a serious issue by those without forensic awareness and that these are overwhelmingly in the majority.

5.3  **Publication**
It is intended that a Journal article summarising this study will be submitted to Digital Investigation (ISSN:17422876) for consideration for publication. This will be submitted in January 2005.
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7 Appendices
7.1 Appendix 1: Study Questionnaire (with final figures)

8 September 2004

Thank you for opening this and having a look. The following pages constitute a single survey that will provide answers for the work being done by seven (7) graduate students on different aspects of security within IT of various organisations. It emanates from the Information Science Department at the University of Otago. These questions aside from those on demographics are all oriented towards the security side of IT within participating organisations.

We hope that you will be able and willing to take your valuable time to consider the questions and complete the form. If you are unable to complete this survey, would you please check the demographics questions and return the form. Even this information will be helpful. A pre-addressed envelope has been enclosed to enable the survey to be returned. The survey is conducted in the strictest of confidence and the information gathered cannot be tied to any specific organisation.

A copy of the results will be available free to participants and should be requested under separate cover. Thank you in advance for your time and co-operation. These surveys provide a valuable source of otherwise unavailable information for our students studying in this subject area. They too are very grateful for your assistance.

Please do not hesitate to contact me for further information if necessary.

Sincerely

Dr. Henry B Wolfe
Associate Professor
Computer Security and Forensics
Information Science Department
Section 1: Demographics

1. Is your position directly involved in IT management in your organisation? (NA 5, 3.1%)
   [ ] Yes (146, 90.1%)  [ ] No, please give job title __________ (11, 6.8%)

2. How long has your organisation existed for (discounting name changes)? (NA 5, 3.1%)
   [ ] Less than 6 months (0, 0.0%)  [ ] 6 months – 2 years (1, 0.6%)
   [ ] 2 – 5 years (6, 3.7%)  [ ] More than 5 years (150, 92.6%)

3. How many employees are there in your organisation? (NA 10, 6.2%)
   Please specify __________
   Median: 220, Mode: 200

4. What sector is your organisation’s main activity in? (NA 1, 0.6%)
   [ ] Services (24, 14.8%)  [ ] Government (49, 30.2%)
   [ ] Retail and distribution (24, 14.8%)  [ ] Manufacturing (21, 13.0%)
   [ ] Education (10, 6.2%)  [ ] Other, please specify _______ (33, 20.4%)

5. What is the turnover or budget of your organisation? (NA 10, 6.2%)
   [ ] Less than $2 M (10, 6.2%)  [ ] $2 – 5 M (7, 4.3%)
   [ ] $5 – 10 M (4, 2.5%)  [ ] $10 – 50 M (48, 29.6%)
   [ ] $50 – 250 M (57, 35.2%)  [ ] More than $250 M (26, 16.0%)

6. What is the primary operating system of your organisation’s servers? (Give approx. numbers) (NA 14, 8.6%)
   Novell  Total: 2208, 23.2%
   Windows  Total: 6267, 65.9%
   Unix/Linux/BSD  Total: 717, 7.5%
   Other __________  Total: 325, 3.4%

7. How many workstations are connected to your network? (NA 14, 8.6%)
   Please specify __________
   Median: 175, Mode: 60

8. What operating system(s) are used on these workstations? (approx.)
   (NA 10, 6.2%)
   Windows 9x/ME  Total: 3392, 3.9%
   Windows NT  Total: 9125, 10.6%
   Windows 2000/XP  Total: 68810, 80.1%
   Mac OS  Total: 2330, 2.7%
   Unix/Linux/BSD  Total: 883, 1.0%
   Other __________  Total: 1372, 1.6%
9. How many employees use these workstations? (NA 5, 3.1%)
Please specify __________ Median: 180, Mode: 200

10. How many geographical locations does your organisation operate from?
(NA 5, 3.1%)
Please specify __________ Median: 4, Mode: 1

11. What is the percentage of the IT department budget spent on security issues? (NA 26, 16.0%)
Please specify __________ Median: 5, Mode: 5 [ ] Unknown (88, 54.3%)

12. Does your organisation have insurance to cover security incidents or issues?
(NA 10, 6.2%) [ ] Yes (50, 30.9%) [ ] No (64, 39.5%) [ ] 
Unknown (38, 23.5%)

Section 4: Forensic Readiness

52. Do you have a formal information security policy? (NA 8, 4.9%)
[ ] Yes (113, 69.8%) [ ] No (40, 24.7%) [ ] Unknown (1, 0.6%)
If Yes:

53. How often are employees required to read this document? (NA 3, 2.7%)
[ ] Never (13, 11.5%) [ ] Once only (72, 63.7%)
[ ] Annually (14, 12.4%) [ ] Other, please specify ____ (11, 9.7%)

54. What action would most likely be taken for failing to comply with the security policy? (NA 1, 0.9%)
[ ] None (5, 4.4%) [ ] Dismissal (13, 11.5%)
[ ] Verbal / written warning (86, 76.1%) [ ] Other, please specify ________ (8, 7.1%)

55. Does your organisation have policy in place documenting procedures for handling events possibly requiring forensic analysis? (NA 5, 4.4%)
[ ] Yes (17, 15.0%) [ ] No (87, 77.0%) [ ] Unknown (4, 3.6%)
If Yes:

56. What action would most likely be taken for failing to comply with the forensic policy? (NA 0, 0%)
[ ] None (0, 0.0%) [ ] Dismissal (2, 11.8%)
[ ] Verbal / written warning (13, 76.4%) [ ] Other, please specify ________ (2, 11.8%)

57. In your organisation, who would first respond to an event that may require forensic investigation? (NA 19, 11.7%)
[ ] First available IT staff (33, 20.4%) [ ] An outside forensics contractor (17, 10.5%)
[ ] Resident IT expert (47, 29.0%) [ ] Police (5, 3.1%)
[ ] Unknown (21, 13.0%) [ ] Other, please specify ________ (20, 12.3%)
58. Does your organisation:
   a. **Provide your IT staff with computer forensics training?** (NA 10, 6.2%)
      [ ] Yes (6, 3.7%)  [ ] No (142, 87.7%)  [ ] Unknown (4, 2.5%)
   b. **Employ staff with prior forensic training and/or experience?** (NA 12, 7.4%)
      [ ] Yes (7, 4.3%)  [ ] No (136, 84.0%)  [ ] Unknown (7, 4.3%)
   c. **Contract in a forensics professional?** (NA 11, 6.8%)
      [ ] Yes (34, 21.0%)  [ ] No (105, 64.8%)  [ ] Unknown (12, 7.4%)

59. Has your organisation ever had to prepare forensic evidence to present in court? (NA 15, 9.3%)
    [ ] Yes (15, 9.3%)  [ ] No (119, 73.5%)  [ ] Unknown (13, 8.0%)

If Yes:

60. **Was the evidence prepared by:** (NA 2, 13.3%)
    [ ] First available IT staff member (2, 13.3%)  [ ] Resident IT expert (5, 33.3%)
    [ ] An outside forensics contractor (4, 26.7%)  [ ] Other, please specify (2, 13.3%)
7.2 Appendix 2: Hypotheses Analysis Formulae

Construction of each formula was done stepwise, with each step being tested separately and then added to the working equation, which was then tested again. The variables, brackets and operators are shown below in both structured English and completed formula formats. Note that only Question 56 responses of ‘None’ were included in formulae.

Hypothesis 1

With regard to events requiring forensic investigation, internal policy and procedures are most often insufficient to ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court

*Hypothesis will be supported if:*

- (No formal information security policy) OR
- (Formal information security policy but no forensic policy) OR
- (Forensic policy exists but not enforced

*Formula*

\[ ((Q52forma=2)+((Q52forma=1)*((q53readp=1)+(q53readp=2)))+((Q52forma=1)*(q55foren>1)+((q55foren=1)+((q56foren=1)+(Q56Minot=1))))>0 \]

Hypothesis 2

Where IT management are expected to plan for events that may require forensic investigation, they most often will not fully comprehend the admissibility of forensic evidence issue

*Hypothesis will be supported if:*

- (Are IT Manager) AND (provide no forensic capability) OR
- (Are IT Manager) AND ((first respondent average IT) AND (no forensic policy OR not enforced)) OR
- (q60first respondent average IT) AND ((no forensic policy) OR (not enforced)) OR (provide no forensic capability)

*Formula*

\[ (((q1job=1)*(q58afore=2)*(q58bfore=2)*(q58cfore=2))+((q1job=1)*(((q57first=1)+(q57first=3)+(q57min=1))*((q55foren>1)+((q56foren=1)+(q56minot=1)))))+(((q60whopr=1)+(q60whopr=2)+((q1job=1)*(q60whopr=5)))*((q55foren>1)+(q56foren=1))+(q58afore=2)*(q58bfore=2)*(q58cfore=2)))>0 \]
Hypothesis 3:
Where management expect operational IT staff to deal with events that may require forensic investigation, most often management of forensic training would not ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court.

Hypothesis will be supported if:
(Are IT Management + provide no internal forensic capability, or capability unknown) OR (Are IT Management + forensic evidence was prepared for court by non-expert)

Formula

\[
(((q1job=1)*(q58afore=2)*(q58bfore>1))+((q1job=1)*((q60whopr=1)+(q60whopr=2))+((q1job=1)*(q60whopr=5))+((q60whopr=4)*(q60minot=1))))>0
\]
7.3 Appendix 3: Data Processing

Variables were created, named for each of questions 1 and 52 - 59; e.g. ‘Q1POSITION’ for question 1: Is your position directly involved in IT management within your organisation?

Responses to question 1 fell into two groups: Yes or No. Response data was converted to numeric values as it was entered into SPSS. Selecting the Yes radio button on the electronic data entry form recorded a 1, while selecting the No radio button recorded a 0 with an additional variable Q1POSITIONTITLE held a text string for recording position titles.

Questions 52, 55, 58 and 59 were limited to a single response option so a single variable sufficed. Responses fell into three or four groups. As with question 1, response data was converted to numeric values as it was entered into SPSS. Selecting a first radio button option on the electronic data entry form recorded a 0, while selecting a second radio button option recorded a 1, selecting a third recorded a 2 and so on.

Questions 53, 54, 56 and 57 were single response options but included an Other, please specify option, which each required an additional string variable for recording the written responses.

Multiple responses were possible for question 60, so four variables were created, three named for each of the named responses, and the fourth to record written elaborations to the Other, please specify option. Response data was converted to numeric values as it was entered into SPSS. Ticking a First available staff member checkbox on the electronic data entry form was recorded as 0 and Resident IT expert recorded as 1, An outside forensics contractor was recorded as 2 and Other, please specify was recorded as a string.

Responses to questions 53, 54, 56, 57 and 60 were recorded as numeric data options on a question variable; e.g.

53. How often are employees required to read this document?

[ ] Never [ ] Once only
[ ] Annually [ ] Other, please specify

Never was recorded as 1, Once only as 2, Annually as 3 and Other, please specify as 4, with an additional question 53 string variable recording written elaborations.

The data needed to answer the first hypothesis; With regard to events requiring forensic investigation, internal policy and procedures are most often insufficient to ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court, were responses to the policy questions (52-56). (See Appendix 1 for full questionnaire)

Question 52: Do you have a formal information security policy? This question addressed the basic issue at the centre of the first hypothesis, that policy and procedure are the first and most effective security measure. Without policy, any employee action may be deemed legitimate and defensible. An organisation without a formal policy document is open to the inference that it has no security. Negative responses to this question provided support for the first hypothesis.

Question 53: How often are employees required to read this document? This question addressed the truth that policy is pointless unless all staff are aware and can be shown
to be aware of its existence. Unless all staff are aware of policy, an organisation is once again open to the inference that it has no security. Never or Once only responses to this question provided support for the first hypothesis.

Question 54: What action would most likely be taken for failing to comply with the security policy? This question addressed the issue of whether policy was enforced. Without enforcement, policy has no relevance. Responding None to this question provided support for the first hypothesis.

Question 55: Does your organisation have policy in place documenting procedures for handling events possibly requiring forensic analysis? Asking specifically about forensic policy allowed a comparison of the perceptions of the importance of general policy and forensic policy. It was not expected that many organisations would have forensic policy in place as forensics is a new, complex and rapidly changing field.

Question 56: What action would most likely be taken for failing to comply with the forensic policy? This question allowed an inference regarding the perception of importance that IT Management lays on forensic policy as opposed to general IT policy. Responding None to this question provided support for the first hypothesis.

The data needed to answer the second hypothesis, Where IT management are expected to plan for events that may require forensic investigation, they most often will not sufficiently comprehend the admissibility of forensic evidence issue, were responses to questions 1 and 57-60. (see Appendix 1 for full survey questionnaire)

Question 57: In your organisation, who would first respond to an event that may require forensic investigation? This question allowed inferences regarding IT Management understanding of the significance of forensics and the importance of managing events that might require forensic analysis.

Responses of First available IT member or Resident IT Expert to this question in conjunction with No policy responses to either Question 52 or 55 provided support for the second hypothesis.

Question 58: Does your organisation:

a. Provide your IT staff with computer forensics training?

b. Employ staff with prior forensic training and/or experience?

c. Contract in a forensics professional?

Responding in the negative to all three parts of question 58 inferred that IT Management did not sufficiently comprehend the admissibility of forensic evidence issue and thus provided support for the second hypothesis.

NB: Positive responses to part b allowed the possible inference that IT Management were aware enough of the forensics issues to employ staff with forensic knowledge. On the other hand, it may be that the staff were employed for other reasons and management are not aware of forensic issues. Due to survey size restrictions the issue was not able to be explored further.

Question 59: Has your organisation ever had to prepare forensic evidence to present in court? Negative responses inferred that IT Management has no experience in preparation of forensic evidence. Negative responses were not taken as support the second hypothesis unless combined with either First available IT staff member or
Resident IT Expert responses to question 57: In your organisation, who would first respond to an event that may require forensic investigation?

Question 60: If Yes: Was the evidence prepared by: Responses of either First available IT staff member or Resident IT Expert provided support for the second hypothesis.

The data needed to answer the third hypothesis, Where management expect operational IT staff to deal with events that may require forensic investigation, most often management of forensic training would not ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court, were also responses to questions 1 and 57-60. (see Appendix 1 for full questionnaire)

Question 57: In your organisation, who would first respond to an event that may require forensic investigation? This question allowed inferences regarding IT Management understanding of:

1. the importance of forensic training in ensuring admissibility of evidence, and

the importance of managing forensic training.

If combined with Yes response to Question 1 (are IT Management), responses of First available IT member or Resident IT Expert to this question provided support for the third hypothesis.

Question 58: Does your organisation:

a. Provide your IT staff with computer forensics training?
b. Employ staff with prior forensic training and/or experience?
c. Contract in a forensics professional?

Responding in the negative to all three parts of question 58 inferred that IT Management did not sufficiently comprehend the admissibility of forensic evidence issue and thus provided support for the third hypothesis.

NB: Positive responses to part b allowed the possible inference that IT Management were aware enough of the forensics issues to employ staff with forensic knowledge. Alternatively, it may be that the staff were employed for other reasons and management was not aware of forensic issues. Given the high proportion of respondents who were forensically non-aware, the latter is more likely but only negative responses to all 3 parts were counted as support so as to avoid bias. Due to survey size restrictions the issue was not able to be explored further.

Question 59: Has your organisation ever had to prepare forensic evidence to present in court? Negative responses inferred that IT Management had no experience in preparation of forensic evidence. By itself, this did not support the third hypothesis unless combined with either First available IT staff member or Resident IT Expert responses to question 57: In your organisation, who would first respond to an event that may require forensic investigation?

Question 60: If Yes: Was the evidence prepared by: Responses of either First available IT staff member or Resident IT Expert provided support for the third hypothesis.
Only summaries of the data will be published. Although they cannot identify respondents, all individual response forms were destroyed on completion of data analysis. The results of this survey were incorporated into the INFO480 final dissertation and written to a standard that can be published in an appropriate journal such as Digital Investigation. A summary of results may be offered to Unlimited magazine for use in a possible article on forensic analysis.

It is expected that the conclusions from this work will be of use to IT management planning for computer security in the area of forensic readiness in New Zealand and in other developed nations. The conclusions may also be of use in planning further research on computer forensics policy.
7.4 Appendix 4: Coding of Responses

Of the responses to the question regarding who would be the first respondent to an event that may require forensic analysis, responses from IT Managers included: Head Office Overseas, Finance Manager, Corporate Specialist, IT Risk Management, IT Security Team, Management first instance, Operations team via helpdesk, Person who discovered the event, Privacy Officer, Security and Investigations Team and Supervisor. One other IT Manager responded Depends on offence, five IT Managers responded IT Manager and the company accountant of a manufacturing company with 80 employees who was, “involved and responsible but not primary function” responded IT Consultant.

Of these Other responses, five contracted a forensic professional. Four of those organisations had no forensic policy but having been aware enough to contract a forensics professional, it is possible that the first respondent was able to protect any forensic evidence. The other one of the five was the IT Manager who called Overseas Head Office regarding any IT event that may require forensic analysis. Although they contracted a forensic professional, they did not provide forensic training so logically, the person who discovered the event before calling head office overseas was unlikely to be sufficiently forensically trained to be able to ensure protection of any forensic evidence until overseas head office assigned someone to forensically investigate.

Two IT Managers responded that they provided forensic training. Even though one of these had no forensic policy and the other had no formal policy at all, these responses were counted as able to protect forensic evidence. The non-IT Manager who responded with, “involved and responsible but not primary function” had prepared forensic evidence for court before but they had no formal policy at all and provided no forensic capability. Therefore this response was also counted as unable to ensure the admissibility of forensic evidence.

Of the remaining Other responses, although the organisation provided no forensic capability, the Corporate Specialist was interpreted as possibly being able to protect forensic evidence. The remaining eight respondents had no forensic policy and provided no forensic capability, thus leading to the conclusion that the various first respondents (IT Manager, IS Manager, IT Consultant, Operations Team via Helpdesk, Finance Manager, Internal Auditor and Depends on offence) were unlikely to be sufficiently forensically trained to ensure the protection of any forensic evidence.
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Abstract

Computer security is of concern to those in IT (Information Technology) and forensic readiness (being prepared to deal effectively with events that may require forensic investigation) is a growing issue. Data held only on magnetic or other transient media require expert knowledge and special procedures to preserve and present it as valid in a criminal or employment court. Staff required to handle possible forensic evidence should be forensically knowledgeable. Having policies and procedures in place is one inexpensive way to protect the forensic data and can mean the difference between a valid case and no case.

This paper presents the results of a survey of IT managers in New Zealand (NZ) examining the state of awareness of IT management in NZ regarding the field of digital forensics in general and their state of preparation for protection of forensic data in the case of an event requiring forensic analysis.

Introduction

Computer security is of concern to those in IT (Information Technology) and forensic readiness (cost effectively maximising the potential to use digital evidence when required) is a growing issue (Rowlingson, 2003). Electronic evidence is easily overwritten and lost. Data held only on magnetic or other transient media require expert knowledge and special procedures to preserve and present it as valid in a criminal or employment court. Anyone expected to handle digital data that may be required as evidence should be experienced and qualified (Rowingson, 2003). One inexpensive way to protect forensic data that may be required as evidence is to have policies and procedures in place. This can mean the difference between a valid case and no case (Wolfe, 2004).

The survey detailed in this paper examined the state of awareness of IT management in NZ regarding the field of digital forensics in general and their state of preparation for protection of forensic data in the case of an event requiring forensic analysis. The study was limited to NZ organisations employing an IT manager, functional equivalent, or other informed decision maker in an IT management role.

Managing a security budget is a constant juggle between known and developing security issues. IT management has to balance known issues such as virus protection with developing issues such as training IT staff in computer forensics. Security is a holistic process and the chain is only as strong as the weakest link. IT managers may have the best virus and firewall protection available but unless they have planned for forensic readiness their organisation could well find itself threatened if forensic evidence fails the admissibility test in court.
In attempting to examine the level of preparedness of IT management for forensic investigation, three hypotheses were developed. The first of these was that with regard to events requiring forensic investigation, internal policy and procedures for dealing with evidence recovery are most often insufficient to ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court.

Second, where IT management are expected to plan for events that may require forensic investigation, they most often will not sufficiently comprehend the admissibility of forensic evidence issue.

Third, where management expect operational IT staff to deal with events that may require forensic investigation, most often management of forensic training would not ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court.

In order to test these hypotheses, a survey was developed and mailed to a selection of NZ IT managers.

**Background**

With the rise in computer use, there has also been a rise in the use of computers in crimes exploiting weaknesses in many information systems (National Centre for Forensic Science, 2003). Consequent with this increase in computer crime is the increase in evidence contained on computers that must be secured if it is to be admissible as evidence in a court of law (Wolfe-Wilson and Wolfe, 2003). Data integrity and authentication must be assured, methods to gather and examine the evidence must be reproducible and it must be able to be shown that the gathering of the evidence did not change either the data itself or the system from which it was taken (Mocas, 2004).

Reported financial losses from computer crime have been trending downward since 2002 as industry improves its response to computer crime (Richardson, 2003; Gordon et al., 2004). How much and where to spend are difficult questions with regard to security. The majority of organisations evaluate their security spending and “Managers are increasingly being asked to justify their budget requests in purely economic terms” (Gordon et al., 2004, p. 7). Rowlingson points out that many simple disputes or security events can escalate, by which time it may be too late to gather evidence (Rowlingson, 2004).

In light of this, an organisation needs to be prepared to protect data in the case of an event requiring forensic analysis. To take a specific example, system administrators in a large organisation need to be aware that evidence of a crime may not be recorded unless system logs, access logs, closed circuit television, operating system logs, network application logs, network traffic logs and operating system event logs have all been set up and maintained (Ahmad, 2002). In the event of malicious damage by an insider, each becomes a vital link in the chain of evidence to prove who did what and when.

More generally, Rowlingson suggests a 10-step process to establish forensic readiness for organisations of any size:

1. Define the business scenarios that require digital evidence.
2. Identify available sources and different types of potential evidence.
3. Determine the evidence collection requirement.
4. Establish a capability for securely gathering legally admissible evidence to meet the requirement.

5. Establish a policy for secure storage and handling of potential evidence.

6. Ensure monitoring is targeted to detect and deter major incidents.

7. Specify circumstances when escalation to a full formal investigation (which may use the digital evidence) should be launched.

8. Train staff in incident awareness, so that all those involved understand their role in the digital evidence process and the legal sensitivities of evidence.


The survey

Participants

Questions were administered as part of a larger security survey of IT managers, or their functional equivalents, in NZ organisations. The sample size was constrained by funding to 750, which is a suitable sample given the size of the NZ IT management population. The sample was drawn from a number of lists in order to minimise any possible selection bias and to maximise relevance of results to NZ organisations.

These included: a list of the privately owned or publicly listed NZ businesses with the highest turnover; the non-government financial organisations with largest total net assets (excluding not-for-profit organisations); a private list of average sized business clients; and finally a comprehensive list of governmental organisations from the central and local government website (http://www.govt.nz/agencies/).

As stated previously, 750 surveys were mailed. Of these, 162 were returned, with eight more discarded as invalid for various reasons, for example, not completed.

Key findings

There were several sections to the survey, covering a range of security issues. Of interest are the responses to questions in the demographic and forensic readiness sections. These are presented below.

Demographics

Over 90% of respondents indicated that they were directly involved in IT management within their organisation. Responses from non-IT management were not included in calculations even when the respondents appeared to be IT aware. It was deemed preferable to underestimate rather than overestimate.

The vast majority of organisations were more than five years old, which was useful in discounting the suggestion that they may not be forensically aware because they were just getting started and forensic readiness had a low priority.

The number of employees question elicited 162 valid responses, with the median being 220 and the mode 200. If the median and mode were widely separated, it would suggest that the median was skewed. As it is, the mode figure supports the median as valid.
The results of the organisation’s main activity question were skewed somewhat towards the government category by the high response rate from governmental organisations. This was probably due to almost one-third of the addressees being governmental organisations whose IT managers were individually contacted by the author.

Turnover/budget question results were top heavy as three of the lists were chosen because of their high turnover or budget. This was because larger organisations are more significant to this research and it is easier to extrapolate downward than upward.

The number of network workstations question mean and median figures were skewed by a handful of organisations having large numbers of workstations, so that the mean was 688 and the median 175. The degree of skew can be seen by observing that the mode was 60.

Interestingly, over 50% of respondents did not answer the question regarding how much of the IT budget was spent on security issues. The mean figure was 1.35%, the median 1% and the mode 1%. It is also interesting to note that some organisations recognise IT security as so important that they devote up to half their budget to it.

In the US, the cost of security incidents is known to often threaten an organisation’s survival, yet only 33% of respondents’ organisations in the current survey had security incident insurance. Why this should be is a source for speculation and further research.

**Forensic readiness**

One in four organisations (25%) did not have even a basic formal information security policy, documented or otherwise.

Where a formal policy document did exist, only one in five respondents (21%) indicated that employees were required to keep up-to-date with its contents. IT security is a highly technical and ever changing field. It is impractical to keep staff abreast of all the technical developments, so having a formal IT security policy and ensuring that staff are up-to-date with that policy is a realistic alternative.

Over 76% of respondents indicated that failure to comply with security policy would likely result in a verbal or written warning. Responses of other were indeterminate and mostly stated as ‘depends on circumstance’ or similar. Only 12% indicated dismissal. This is a very small percentage when the risk posed by an IT compromise can be so high.

Less than 15% of 119 valid question responses said they had policy in place documenting procedures for handling events possibly requiring forensic analysis.

Seventy-six percent of respondents did not answer the question regarding penalty for failing to comply with the forensic policy. Of those that did, 12% indicated dismissal, 76% indicated verbal/ written warning and 12% responded other, which were once again ‘depends on circumstances’ or similar. On a positive note, there were no responses of None, indicating that those few who have forensic policy, take it seriously.

Well over half the respondents said that the first person to respond to an incident that may require forensic investigation was either first available IT staff or resident IT expert. The significance of this is that if IT managers provide no forensic awareness
training for front-line IT staff, lawyers will in all probability successfully challenge the initial evidence-protection phase of the trail of evidence.

Only 4% of organisations provided any forensic training; only 5% employed staff with prior forensic training and/or experience; and only 21% contracted in a forensics professional. Taken cumulatively, the results indicate that only 29% of respondents’ organisations have any forensic capability and only 8% had internal forensic capability.

Only 10% of respondents indicated that their organisation had prepared forensic evidence to present in court. This figure suggests that some organisations with no internal forensic capability had prepared forensic evidence for use in court. With the small sample size and response rate, it was not possible to establish with any significance whether those who had prepared forensic evidence provided significantly more internal forensic capability than those who hadn’t.

Responses to whether the organisation had prepared forensic evidence were few. Of those who had, 7% provided IT staff with forensic training, compared with 4% of those who had not. Thirteen percent of those who had prepared forensic evidence employed staff with previous forensic qualifications and/or experience as compared with 4% of those who had not. The difference in these figures suggests that those who had prepared forensic evidence for use in court had learned something from the experience.

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, very few respondents’ organisations had prepared forensic evidence for use in court. Of those who had, only 33% had contracted in a forensics professional to do so. Forty-seven percent indicated that the evidence was prepared by either the first available IT staff member or the resident IT expert. As discussed earlier, these IT staff belonged to organisations with very little internal forensic capability, so their forensic knowledge would be correspondingly low. Admissibility of the forensic evidence could therefore not be assured.

**Evaluation of hypotheses**

The results indicated that over 25% of organisations had no formal policy, with only 21% of those who did requiring staff to be up-to-date with it. Eighty percent of policy was under enforced and only 15% of respondents had any forensic policy. These figures indicate that internal policy and procedures are, as hypothesised, most often insufficient to ensure admissibility of forensic evidence in court. The first hypothesis was supported by 145 cases to 17.

Results also indicated that 49% of first respondents to events that may require forensic investigation were either first available IT staff or resident IT expert. Taken together with only 15% of organisations having any forensic policy, and only 29% of organisations having any forensic provision, the majority of IT staff lacked specific training in securing forensic evidence. The second hypothesis was supported by 114 cases to 48.

Support for the third hypothesis included organisations where the respondent was IT management, the organisation had no forensic provision, and first respondents were given as either first available IT staff or resident IT expert. Support also came from organisations that had prepared forensic evidence for court using non-forensically-trained IT staff. The third hypothesis was supported by 126 cases to 36.
Conclusion

The results of this survey of NZ IT managers supported all three hypotheses.

First, survey results showed that 25% of organisations had no formal information security policy and only 21% of those required staff to keep up-to-date with its content. In addition, 85% of respondents had no forensic policy, suggesting that policy and procedures are inadequate to ensure admissibility of forensic evidence.

Second, less than a third of respondents’ organisations were found to have any forensic capability at all, with only 8% having internal capability. These figures strongly suggest that IT management does not sufficiently comprehend the issue of admissibility of forensic evidence.

Third, 15 respondents’ organisations had prepared forensic evidence for use in court. Almost half was prepared by untrained staff. IT management expect operational IT staff to protect forensic data for possible use in court but the majority do not supply forensic training, so the evidence cannot be guaranteed admissible in court.

A large number of organisations are not appropriately prepared in the area of forensic readiness.

This survey focused on large New Zealand organisations with an IT manager or functional equivalent, yet a far greater number of organisations are too small to have an IT manager and may therefore be at even greater risk from being unaware of forensic readiness.

Future research

Valuable future research would be investigation of the enforcement of IT security and forensic policy. Current results suggest that flouting of forensic policy is not seen as a serious issue by those without forensic awareness, and that those without forensic awareness are an overwhelming majority. It is intended to make the NZ survey an annual event.
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